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iCompute for Primary Schools

Creative, engaging,
step-by-step
lesson plans for
pupils aged 3-11

Fully matched to the
National Curriculum for
Computing at Key Stage 1
& Key Stage 2

Comprensive assessment
guidance and pupil
progress trackers

All the support and
materials you need to
teach computing creatively
and with confidence

Screenshots and video
screencasts to support
teachers

Detailed teacher guides,
glossaries and links to
resources to deepen
subject knowledge

www.icompute-uk.com

iMake Algorithms

iCompute

Children aged 3-5

Overview
This unplugged teacher-led activity, adapted for the Hour of
Code, uses classic nursery rhymes to introduce the concept
of algorithms, sequence and repetition.
By identifying the steps and patterns in popular rhymes,
children begin to understand that algorithms are all around
us.

ELG01 – Listening & Attention
Listening attentively with sustained
concentration to nursery rhymes
ELG02 – Understanding
Answer questions about sequences of
events in nursery rhymes
ELG09 – Reading
Describing events in nursery rhymes
ELG12 – Shape, space and measures
Understanding time sequences

Assessment
P5 contains assessment guidance

www.icompute-uk.com
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Preparation
¬ Read the activity plan
¬ Print copies of pupil resources and worksheets

Resources
¬ Book out any computers or devices you may need, if
necessary

¬ Ensure that any links to websites are not blocked
¬ Ensure that any software and/or apps you will be using
have been installed on all computers/devices
¬ Support materials for each lesson – entitled: Resource
<year.unit.lesson> (eg. ResourceFS.26)

Links
Possible tools, software and apps you use…
Jack and Jill Sequencing:
http://icomp.site/jack-and-jill
Hey Diddle Diddle Sequencing:
http://icomp.site/cat-and-fiddle
Doctor Foster Sequencing:
http://icomp.site/doctor-foster
Baa Baa Black Sheep Sequencing:
http://icomp.site/baa-baa-black-sheep

Updates
If any links are not working, obtain the latest version of this
plan using your iCompute login.

www.icompute-uk.com
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iMake Algorithms

iCompute

Ages 3-5

Resources
WorksheetFS.26a; WorksheetFS.26b; scissors; glue; interactive sequencing activities (Links)

Objectives

Vocabulary

ë To understand that nursery rhymes involve sequences
ë To create simple flow charts for popular nursery rhymes

Sequence; steps; pattern; order;
flowchart; before; after; first; next; last;
repeat

1
8 Share a popular nursery rhyme with the children (WorksheetFS.26a)
8 Without showing the worksheet to the children, talk about the rhyme
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

and ask them to pick out key parts of (e.g. Miss Muffet eating; the
spider sitting down beside her etc.)
Go through the nursery rhyme again but this time mix up the steps
Does the rhyme make sense now? Why not?
Establish that it’s important to go through the nursery rhyme in the
right order
Work together to identify all of the key steps in your chosen rhyme
Ask lots of questions and use timed related vocabulary as you work,
e.g. first, next, last, before, after
Draw a simple flowchart of the rhyme on the board
Repeat the rhyme, pointing out the key stages on the flowchart

ELG01 – Listening &
Attention
Listening attentively with
sustained concentration to
nursery rhymes
ELG02 – Understanding
Answer questions about
sequences of events in nursery
rhymes
ELG09 – Reading
Describing events in nursery
rhymes
ELG12 – Shape, space
and measures
Understanding time
sequences

2
8 Explain that the steps in the flowchart, followed in the right order is
the rhyme’s algorithm

8 Algorithms are all around us: they are steps that need to be in order
8 Give an example of another algorithm the children will be familiar
8
8

with - e.g. getting dressed, class lunchtime routine, making breakfast,
cleaning teeth etc.
Can the children give any other examples of things that need to be
done in order?
Work together to agree the steps which make up the algorithm

www.icompute-uk.com
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Core

8 Organise the children into pairs and give each pair a nursery rhyme
8
8

WorksheetFS.26a
The children use WorksheetFS.26a to create a simple flowchart sequencing
their given rhyme
As they work, ask lots of questions about the rhyme using vocabulary such
as before, after, first, last

Harder
ë Some children could be
given a nursery rhyme
involving more steps
ë Some children could be
given a nursery rhyme
involving repetition
(WorksheetFS.26b)

Easier
ë The children could be

4

Plenary

8 Gather back and go through some of rhymes and flowcharts
8 Draw attention to examples showing clear flow of sequence
8 Read one or two of the rhymes and point out the steps on the
8
8
8
8

grouped appropriately
to enable them to
support each other in
the task
ë Some children could be
given nursery rhymes
with fewer steps

charts
Now read a rhyme that involves repetition (WorksheetFS.26b)
How many times are parts of the rhyme repeated?
Are the repeated parts in sequence - next or repeated at the end last?
Work together to draw a flowchart

Extension/Enrichment

ë Ask parents/carers to share nursery rhymes at home, encouraging the children to talk
about the sequence of events and any patterns, repetition etc, they notice

ë The children could use the library to find more rhymes and draw flowcharts for their
favourite

ë The children could use interactive online tools (Links) to sequence nursery rhymes using
computers

ë They could choose their favourite nursery rhyme and use digital drawing tools to draw the
key steps and organise them in chronological order

ë They could then use this as prompts to role-play the rhyme in groups
ë Create videos of their performances and add effects – e.g. titles, trailers and sound effects
ë The children could combine their digital drawings to make a class eBook of sequenced
nursery rhymes

ë Share their work with a wider audience – e.g. parents or another class

www.icompute-uk.com
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Assessment
Record of progress

Expectations

Write names in the appropriate
box, with jottings on children on
children whose attainment differs
markedly from their group.
Some children will have not made as
much progress and will:

What children know, understand and can do

Most children will:

Some children will have progressed
further and will:

¬
¬
¬
¬

Identify key events in a simple nursery rhyme, sometimes with support
Organise events into order, not always accurately
Retell a rhyme using a flowchart with support
Understand that some activities they do every day involve steps

¬
¬
¬
¬

Accurately identify the sequences of steps in a nursery rhyme
Organise the steps of a nursery rhyme into chronological order
Retell a nursery rhyme, using a simple flowchart as reference
Talk about things they do or know about that have steps that need to be
followed in order

¬ Identify patterns and sequences in a variety of everyday things, activities and
nursery rhymes
¬ Identify repeated sequences and represent them in simple flowcharts
¬ Use a range of flowcharts to accurately retell nursery rhymes
¬ Talk about other rhymes and songs that involve sequences, patterns and
repetition

Computing Guide – Working at
Brown

www.icompute-uk.com
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Nursery Rhymes
Incy Wincy Spider

Incy Wincy Spider climbed up the waterspout.
Down came the rain and washed the spider out.
Out came the sun and dried up all the rain,
And Incy Wincy Spider climbed up the spout again.

Cut and stick the pictures below into the blue flow chart

EYFS
Page 1 of 4

FS.26

iMake Algorithms

WorksheetFS.26a
©iCompute

Nursery Rhymes
Hey Diddle Diddle

Hey Diddle Diddle,
The cat had a fiddle,
The cow jumped over the moon,
The little dog laughed to see such fun,
And the dish ran away with the spoon.

Cut and stick the pictures below into the blue flow chart

EYFS
Page 2 of 4

FS.26
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WorksheetFS.26a
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Nursery Rhymes
Little Miss Muffet

Little Miss Muffet sat on a tuffet,
Eating her curds and whey,
Along came a spider
Who sat down beside her,
And frightened Miss Muffet away!

Cut and stick the pictures below into the blue flow chart

EYFS
Page 3 of 4

FS.26

iMake Algorithms

WorksheetFS.26a
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Nursery Rhymes
Baa Baa Black Sheep

“Baa Baa Black Sheep, have you any wool?”
“Yes sir, yes sir. Three bags full”.
“One for the Master and one for the Dame”,
“And one for the little boy who lives down the lane”.

Cut and stick the pictures below into the blue flow chart

EYFS
Page 4 of 4

FS.26
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WorksheetFS.26a
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Repeating Rhymes
1

2

Stop?

Yes
Stop

No
3

4

Cut and stick the pictures into the blue flow chart

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,
How I wonder what you are,
Up above the World so bright,
Like a diamond in the night.
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,
How I wonder what you are.

EYFS
Page 1 of 2

FS.26
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WorksheetFS.26b
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Repeating Rhymes
Repeat how many?

Repeat how many?

Three Blind Mice,
Three Blind Mice.
See how they run,
See how they run.
They all ran after the
Farmer’s Wife,
Who cut off their tails with
a carving knife.
Have you ever seen such a
thing in your life? as
Three Blind Mice.

Cut and stick the pictures into the blue flow chart

EYFS
Page 2 of 2

FS.26

iMake Algorithms

WorksheetFS.26b
©iCompute
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iCompute
INSPIRING THE NEXT GENERATION

A computing scheme of work for
teachers of all levels of experience.
Fully matched to the
National Curriculum for Computing.

iCompute
A Complete Primary Computing Curriculum
All the materials schools need to teach computing from EYFS to Year 6

Used by thousands of teachers around
the world, it contains all the materials
schools need to teach computing
creatively and with conﬁdence.
Our Products

Fully matched to the National Curriculum for Computing

Used by thousands of teachers around the world
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iCompute in the EYFS

iCompute

iCompute
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Curriculum

iCompute - Years 1-6
iCompute for iPad
iCompute Across the Curriculum
Computational Thinking Puzzle Workbooks

www.icompute-uk.com

